1991

ASTON MARTIN VIRAGE COUPE

£89,950
OVERVIEW
Mileage

7,468 miles

Engine Size

5.3 l

Previous Owners

4

Bodystyle

Coupe

Transmission

Automatic

Exterior Colour

Cannock Black

Interior Trim

Black

OPENING HOURS
Monday

08:00 - 18:00

Tuesday

08:00 - 18:00

Wednesday

08:00 - 18:00

Thursday

08:00 - 18:00

Friday

08:00 - 18:00

Saturday

10:00 - 14:00

Sunday

Closed

DESCRIPTION
Finished in Cannock Black with Black hides, this Virage coupe we are delighted to offer, is no ordinary Virage. It is, most probably the Ultimate
Virage.
Delivered when new in 1991 to its first owner, this car formed part of a significant overseas collection of exotic cars, before being shipped to
Aston Martin Works in the late 1990’s for significant and major upgrades, under the direct supervision of Kingsley Riding-Felce, the Service
Director in period.
The vehicles rebuild to the unique specifications, similar to the later V8 Coupe, were commissioned by the overseas owner, with no budgetary
constraint. With all works carried out to the highest standards by Newport Pagnell’s craftsmen and engineers.
Remaining in the UK after completion, before being sold due to domestic complications, this significant Virage with its ultimate specifications,
has subsequently been maintained expertly by renowned specialists and ourselves, whilst covering the 7,400 miles, now recorded.
Accompanying the car is a full record of the transformative works carried out, service and maintenance invoices, MoT’s, build details and
magazine feature.
Abbreviated summary of the upgrades carried out:
•Engine rebuild to V8 Coupe 350 bhp specification
•New 4 speed auto transmission and axle ratio change
•Installation of Sports Suspension and 17’’ road wheels
•New V8 coupe derived ABS braking
•Installation of later steering column and wheel with Air Bag system

•Installation of 1996 MY, dashboard and all new instrumentation.
•Bare metal Repaint in original colour
•Complete re-trim in Connolly special grade hides and seats reshaped for comfort. New Black Wilton carpets and Connolly hide headlining.
In summary, this particular Virage is like no other, more powerful, significantly quieter and refined, more comfortable and indeed safer, than its
peers. With all of the upgrades carried out, by the original manufacturer, at great expense, this unique and example of the 1990’s Newport
Pagnell hand built production cars, is simply ‘in a class far above the average example’ Classic Cars Magazine.
Available for viewing and demonstration now at our Hertfordshire showrooms.

WARRANTY
Where applicable, Nicholas Mee & Co include the following preparation within the asking
price:

Nicholas Mee & Co
Nicholas Mee & Co Ltd, Essendonbury
Farm, Hatfield, United Kingdom, AL9
6AF

Serviced according to schedule
Pre-Delivery Inspection Report

Call: 0208 7418822

12 months MOT
12 months Warranty
12 months Roadside Assistance
Full Valet
For further details of our warranty and what is included within the purchase of a car, please
contact us directly on 0208 7418822 .

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information above, however, errors may occur. Do not rely entirely on this
information but confirm with us about items which may affect your decision to purchase.

